PICTURE YOURSELF AT RUTGERS THIS SUMMER

You will enjoy an exciting 10-week summer experience, engaged in cutting-edge research, and mentored by our renowned faculty.

- Biomedical and Molecular Sciences
- Physical and Mathematical Sciences
- Engineering
- Environmental and Biological Sciences
- Social and Behavioral Sciences
- Humanities
- Interdisciplinary Opportunities

Partnerships with multiple Rutgers summer programs and NSF REU sites.

WHY RISE AT RUTGERS?

You will enjoy an exciting 10-week summer experience, engaged in cutting-edge research, and mentored by our renowned faculty.

- Biomedical and Molecular Sciences
- Physical and Mathematical Sciences
- Engineering
- Environmental and Biological Sciences
- Social and Behavioral Sciences
- Humanities
- Interdisciplinary Opportunities

Eligibility and Application

- U.S. Citizen or permanent resident
- Priority to current college sophomores, juniors, or non-graduating seniors
- Preferred GPA of B (3.0/4.0)

Apply Early! Admission is highly selective

- Application opens in November
- Rolling admission begins in January and continues until RISE is filled

One Application, Multiple Opportunities

By applying to RISE, you may opt to be considered for partner REU sites and other summer programs at Rutgers. Visit our website to learn more.

SUPER-Grad Fellowships

Multi-year fellowship awards valued up to $100,000 for outstanding RISE alumni who returned to Rutgers for graduate school.

Learn more at https://gsnb.rutgers.edu/supergrad

Rise.rutgers.edu
rise@grad.rutgers.edu
848-932-6584

“As a student from a smaller school, I was challenged to go beyond my comfort zone. RISE enhanced my confidence, and now I am applying to Rutgers for a PhD.”

- Jael Estrada

*U.S News and World Report
WHAT MAKES RISE SPECIAL?

• Are you a high achiever with a passion for research?
• Are you interested in graduate school?

We encourage applications from

• Groups underrepresented in their field of study
• Students who attend predominantly undergraduate institutions
• Students from economically/educationally disadvantaged backgrounds
• First generation to attend college

IS RISE FOR YOU?

"Amazing research, a welcoming lab, and the experience necessary to apply for a competitive PhD program."
- Hector Loyola Irizarry

"A life-changing experience that encouraged me to learn more, do more, and be more."
- Keyerra Daniels

- Hector Loyola Irizarry

- Financial Advantages
  • Attractive stipend
  • Free housing & generous travel allowance

- Social and Recreational Advantages
  • Easy access to New York, Philadelphia, and Washington D.C.
  • Nearby beaches and mountains

- Alumni Success
  • Award winning presentations at national conferences
  • Placement at the nation's top graduate schools
  • Opportunity for prestigious graduate excellence fellowships at Rutgers

- Professional Advantages
  • Personalized research mentor-matching
  • Rigorous training in writing and oral presentation
  • GRE preparation course
  • Site visits and networking with leaders from academia and industry

- Commitment to Mentorship
  • Career and graduate school guidance
  • Investment in your professional and academic success
  • Post-program advising